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Intransparency as part of modern business modelsIntransparency as part of modern business models
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https://twitter.com/textfiles/status/1492277339840991238


Intransparency enables the Intransparency enables the control of innovationcontrol of innovation
cyclescycles and thus an unsustainable way of doing and thus an unsustainable way of doing

business, because there is a strong incentive to keepbusiness, because there is a strong incentive to keep
them shortthem short
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Open circularity | closed circularityOpen circularity | closed circularity 

CC-BY-NC-ND 3.0 Böckel et al. "Mythen der Circular Economy"CC-BY-NC-ND 3.0 Böckel et al. "Mythen der Circular Economy"
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https://download.mythencirculareconomy.com/Mythen_der_Circular_Economy_2022.pdf


If circularity is the future, then we need openIf circularity is the future, then we need open
technologies that allow us to repair, adapt locally andtechnologies that allow us to repair, adapt locally and

recycle.recycle.
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For example…For example…

The French The French  requires that if a  requires that if a sparespare
part is not availablepart is not available on the market and can be on the market and can be
manufactured using a manufactured using a three-dimensional printingthree-dimensional printing
processprocess, the manufacturing drawing must be made, the manufacturing drawing must be made

available.available.

consumer lawconsumer law
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https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/codes/article_lc/LEGIARTI000044330854/2022-01-01


We are talking about We are talking about Open HardwareOpen Hardware……

"Open source hardware is hardware "Open source hardware is hardware whose designwhose design
is made publicly availableis made publicly available so that anyone can so that anyone can
study, modify, distribute, make, and sell the designstudy, modify, distribute, make, and sell the design

or hardware based on that design.”or hardware based on that design.”
CC-BY-SA 4.0 OSHWACC-BY-SA 4.0 OSHWA
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https://www.oshwa.org/definition/


We need a shift towards business models that allowWe need a shift towards business models that allow
such open products and are not based onsuch open products and are not based on

intransparencyintransparency
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But for that, we need to talk about innovation…But for that, we need to talk about innovation… 
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https://hardware.prototypefund.de/


Gallery

In this section, we highlight open hardware projects which already solve societal problems

and can be replicated due to their open documentation. With our funding program we aim

to support such projects. Do you like a project? Then support it with your skills or donations!

You know other good examples? Send us an email!

AIRrohrAIRrohr

(https://hardware.prototypefund.de/en/)
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https://hardware.prototypefund.de/en/project/airrohr/
https://hardware.prototypefund.de/en/
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